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The double life of the X meson
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Three years have passed since the BELLE discovery of the X(3872), and
there are still (at least) two competing interpretations of this particle, which
resembles a charmonium but behaves in a dramatic different way from it. Is
X a molecule of two D mesons or a compact four-quark state? Are these two
pictures really resolvable?
The quantum mechanical intuition can also lead to more refined pictures:
the X could be a sort of breathing mode of a charmonium oscillating into a
molecule and back.
Other particles have been discovered since then: the X(3940), Y (3940),
Z(3930) (amazingly the first two have the same mass and both decay to
charmonium but with a different decay pattern to open charm) and Y (4260).
The latter also decays into J/ψ and could be an ‘hybrid’ particle (two quarks
and a constituent gluon), likely the most experiment-proof interpretation so
far.
In this talk I will not try to describe all the experimental facts and the-
oretical ideas, thoroughly reported and commented elsewhere in the litera-
ture. I will rather comment on the first question here raised, namely, how far
are molecules, four-quarks or charmonium-molecule oscillating states distin-
guishable in principle and in the experimental practice? The suspect that the
competing scenarios fade into one another could dangerously leave this field
in a confused and controversial situation similar to that existing for sub-GeV
scalar mesons (and for their super-GeV partners).
1 Sewing Quarks
The prominent decay mode of X(3872) is X → J/ψρ. Several studies conclude
that the X cannot be an ordinary cc¯ state, even though the J/ψ invokes a
charmonium assignation. The next-to-easy interpretations can be: (1) X is a
DD¯∗ bound object, with the correct 1++ quantum numbers. Such a molecule
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could decay at the same rate to J/ψρ and J/ψω, which is actually what sur-
prisingly happens in nature (this was not a prediction though). This molecule
lives for a while, until the two heavy quarks get close enough to form a J/ψ,
leaving the light quarks free to hadronize to a ρ0. (2) X is a four-quark cc¯qq¯
meson. The four quarks could be diving in some potential bag but, if so, we
should get 3⊗ 3¯⊗3⊗ 3¯, i.e., 81 particles. This is the obvious problem of exotic
structures: a copious number of states is predicted. Moreover such multiquark
structures could fall apart and decay at an immense rate (resulting in very
broad and experimentally elusive states): at the lowest 1/Nc order a prop-
agating state of four quarks in a color–neutral, gauge-invariant combination
qiq¯iq
j q¯j , is indistinguishable from two freely propagating qq¯ mesons. On the
other hand, it turns out that quarks (and antiquarks) can be bound in qq (q¯q¯)
diquarks (anti-). As for the color, a diquark is equivalent to an anti-quark
and the anti-diquark is equivalent to a quark. A diquark-antidiquark meson is
therefore pretty much the same as an ordinary meson, as for the strong force.
A 3¯c spin zero diquark is antisymmetric in flavor, 3¯f , because of the Fermi
statistics, as long as q = u, d, s. Therefore a four-quark system made up of
two diquarks involves 3f ⊗ 3¯f states, 9 states versus the 81 given before (a
crypto-exotic) which is much better, although X is a 1++ state and two spin
zero diquark cannot do the job.
The X should however contain two c quarks. The heavy quark Q is not
indistinguishable from q and spin-spin interactions between an heavy quark
and a light one are O(1/Mc), so that, even if non-perturbative dynamics tends
to favor the formation of a spin zero diquark (as it has been proved by lattice
studies focused on light-light diquarks), an heavy-light diquark can be equally
well spin zero or one and its flavor group structure is determined by the light
quark only. Again 9 states, but with spin one. The other quantum numbers
follow easily.
On the other hand, the number of ways of sewing quarks into a four-
quark structure is not exhausted by the possibilities just described. Two 3c
quarks can either attract or repel each other in the 3¯c or 6c color channels
according to the one-gluon exchange model (which qualitatively reproduces
the lattice indications). According to the same model, a 6c diquark and a 6¯c
anti-diquark could form a color neutral object with the same binding energy
of the 3c − 3¯c diquark–anti-diquark. This object looks like the non-abelian
analog of a system of two electrons and two protons in some closed region: an
H2 molecule is formed as a result of the binding of two individual hydrogen
atoms.
The one-gluon exchange model of the strong interactions in a hadron is
just a qualitative oversimplification, yet it gives the feeling of how the molecule
and four-quark languages could dangerously be interchangeable1.
1 The oscillating cc¯-molecule picture is a smart refinement of the basic molecule
description with a stronger adaptability to the sometimes adverse climatic con-
ditions of the experimental situation
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2 Tracing differences
Building four-quark mesons made up of two diquarks requires 9 states: charged
X ’s should be visible, as well as strange Xs states, according to SU(3). An
entire spectrum of these states has been calculated. Only one neutral non-
strange X has been observed so far; similarly no charged partners of the
higher mass X,Y, Z are observed. This is usually addressed as the weakest
point in the tetraquark picture. But, (1) even if an attempt to calculate the
X mass spectrum in the four-quark picture has been made, it is not at all
easy to predict the widths of these nonet states, most of which could turn out
to be very broad. (2) DD¯∗ molecules could as well occur in 9 states, though
it seems that binding potentials can be tuned to account for the ‘reduced’
observed spectrum.
At any rate, molecules are very loose bound states: consider for example
that mD+mD¯∗ = 3871.3±0.7 MeV. Then we can expect that the typical size
of such a molecule is r ∼ 1/√2MXEbind. ∼ 3 − 4 fm. Charm quarks have to
recombine into a J/ψ (kind of ∼ 0.25 fm object) starting from a configuration
in which they are up to 4 times the typical range of strong interactions apart.
In the tetraquark picture, instead, the c quarks are as close to each other as
two quarks in a standard meson.
A DD¯∗ molecule should have a decay width X → D0D¯0pi0 comparable to
the Γ (D∗ → Dpi) ∼ 70 KeV width. This decay mode has been very recently
observed to occur at a rate about nine times larger than the J/ψρ mode, in
bold contradiction with the basic molecular picture where J/ψρ was predicted
to be by far the dominant one. The tetraquark X is allowed to decay X →
D0D¯0pi0 with a rate almost two times larger than the J/ψρ. This experimental
fact, if confirmed, seriously challenges both models.
All these semi-quantitative considerations are not definitive in deciding
neatly between the two options: molecule or tetraquark?. In many respects
one could so far object that the two scenarios seem quite contiguous. But, in
the tetraquark picture the X(3872) has a ‘double life’, two different X ’s are
required (call them Xl and Xh) to account for the observed isospin violation:
B(X → J/ψρ)/B(X → J/ψω) = 1.0. In what follows I will sketch the latter
point.
Consider the states Xu = [cu][c¯u¯] and Xd = [cd][c¯d¯], where the square
parentheses indicate a diquark binding. The B+ could decay as B+ → K+Xu
and B+ → K+Xd with some undetermined relative frequency. Let us call
A1 and A2 the two decay amplitudes. Data on the production of X(3872)
in B+ → K+X reasonably show that only one single state is produced in
this channel. Therefore either A1 >> A2 or A1 << A2. Whatever the actual
situation is, a naive quark analysis shows that in B0 → KX , A1 and A2 would
be interchanged: if Xu is produced in B
+ decay, then Xd is produced in B
0
decay and vice-versa.
Actually, the real X ’s can be superpositions of Xu and Xd. In a standard
mixing scheme we can introduce two orthogonal superpositions, Xl and Xh,
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mixed by an angle θ. The annihilation diagrams describing uu¯−dd¯ transitions
are reasonably quite small at the mc scale so that we expect θ to be small.
Xl and Xh are therefore unbalanced superpositions of I = 1/2 and I = −1/2
states (at θ = pi/4, Xl and Xh are I = 0 and I = 1 respectively; Xl could,
e.g., only decay to ωJ/ψ) opening the way to isospin violations in the decays
of Xl and Xh. On the other hand the DD¯
∗ molecule is per-se a single isospin
impure state.
Xl and Xh are expected to have a difference in mass, ∆M , proportional
to (md − mu) and inversely proportional to cos θ (which can be fixed by
decay data). Such a mass difference is under experimental study (the mass
of the X produced in B+ is confronted to the mass of X produced in B0)
but the error on data still does not allow to draw a definitive conclusion. A
∆M ∼ O(1) MeV would clearly unveil the double life of X excluding the
molecule (and all the way around).
Resolving this molecule-tetraquark dichotomy is not only a matter of tax-
onomy. Diquarks have an interesting role in QCD. An entire region of the
QCD phase diagram in the (µ, T ) plane has been found to exist in a phase of
color superconductor where the analogous of the ordinary Cooper pairs are
diquarks. Diquarks also enter in diverse QCD considerations. Just to mention
one, recall for example the argument to explain the limit Fn2 /F
p
2 −→ 1/4 as
x → 1 of the DIS structure functions of neutron and proton. Diquarks could
also help to explain the fact that the Regge trajectories of mesons and baryons
happen to have the same slope.
3 Counting Quarks
Obtaining direct experimental evidence that the X is a multiquark object
would certainly be rather useful. A new method to investigate the quark
nature of the X and of all those states missing a clear quark-identikit, like
f0(500), a0(980), f0(980)..., could be obtained by the analysis of certain heavy-
ion collision observables.
A stunning fact emerged at RHIC is that the number of protons divided
by the number of pions counted in a p⊥ region 1.5 GeV ≤ p⊥ ≤ 4 GeV is ≥ 1,
against any expectation based on fragmentation functions which would predict
an opposite pattern. In such experimental situation, fragmentation is insuffi-
cient at producing high p⊥ hadrons. In the standard fragmentation picture,
an off-shell parton loses energy via a perturbative ‘shower’ of gluon emissions
until the energy scale of ΛQCD is approached, where the non-perturbative
domain opens. At this stage all the partons formed will get together in sep-
arated clusters tending to neutralize the color and generating, via some non-
perturbative mechanism, a collection of real hadrons. The energy of the initial
parton is repartitioned among all the final state hadrons produced. High p⊥
hadrons in the final state must be originated by very high p⊥ initial partons
which, in usual conditions, are not abundantly produced: pQCD spectra are
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steeply falling with p⊥. Moreover, the standard fragmentation function ap-
proach predicts that, for a generic parton a, Da→p/Da→pi ≤ 0.2 in the above
p⊥ range.
But, suppose that a rapidly expanding state, overflowed in phase space
with partons, is created in a heavy-ion collision. Neighboring partons in phase
space could be able to recombine into hadrons whose momenta are just the al-
gebraic sums of the parton momenta involved. In this case we could state that
[p spectrum] ∼ exp[−p(a)
⊥
/3]3 ≈ [pi spectrum] ∼ exp[−p(a)
⊥
/2]2, p
(a)
⊥
being a
parton momentum; this is the essential point about the so called ‘coalescence’
picture.
Attempts have been made to device models of fragmentation/coalescence
(f/c) and to calculate the p⊥ dependence of certain experimental observables.
One of these observables, the so called ‘nuclear modification ratio’, is:
RAA = 1/Ncoll(b = 0)
[
(dNH(b = 0)/d
2p⊥)|AA/(dNH/d2p⊥)|pp
]
,
where NH is the number of hadrons counted, b is the impact parameter of
the heavy-ion collision (b = 0 means maximum centrality), AA labels nucleus-
nucleus collision (pp for proton-proton) and Ncoll is the number of nucleon-
nucleon collisions occurred in AA. Such a quantity can be measured experi-
mentally and calculated in a f/c model. The results are given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The RAA value as a function of p⊥ for various hadrons. The solid lines are
the theoretical results obtained in the f/c model.
As shown, RAA has the ability to discriminate between mesons and
baryons, as baryons tend to be higher in RAA than mesons. The curves are
instead the result of a theoretical calculation in a f/c model.
Let us consider here the case of the f0(980) scalar meson which also evades
any standard qq¯ interpretation. Two possibilities are examined: the f0 is (1) a
qq¯, (2) a diquark-antidiquark meson (a molecular picture in which the f0 is a
kind of KK¯ molecule is as old as the discovery of the f0 itself). The RAA(f0)
at RHIC has not yet been analyzed. We provide a couple of theoretical curves
to eventually compare to data. The X will be produced at the LHC where an
RAA(X) analysis might be performed.
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4 Conclusions
It would be an error if collaborations like BELLE and BaBar gave up the
investigation of a possible ∆M 6= 0 between the X produced in B0 and B+,
or the search for charged X ’s. Clarifying the nature of the X and its ‘similes’
gives an opportunity to learn some new fundamental aspects of quantum
chromodynamics.
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